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Copyright August Green eyes studied the ceiling as hands idly caressed the dark head on her bare breasts.
Open French doors allowed the sounds of morning waves of the distant water into the room. Normally Helen
adored this time of the day most with Torrance, but this morning found her dejected. I was just thinking.
Seeing adoring green eyes showing concern, the blonde shook her head lightly. She wanted to express what
was really on her mind, but she decided not to do so, given their time constraints that morning. The three of
you are going to have a great time in New Orleans. You need this vacation, Helen. Helen spared a smile for
her beloved before kissing her again. It will be so long until I can feel you again. Half an hour later their alarm
began to emit the sounds of the news, signaling the end of their activities. Regretfully the blonde turned to her
lover. I hate being away during this time of the month. For close to a year they had been trying for their third
child without success, and Torrance knew it was wearing on her beloved. Their other two children had been
conceived with relative ease, so they both were feeling a little frustration that they were not able to do so
again. Nevertheless Torrance never voiced her disappointment to her lover, knowing that Helen was taking it
harder than she. You need to finish your packing while I go check on our kids. Blake sat with their twins at the
table supervising breakfast while Georgia went over the itinerary with the attorney. Blake perused it as she
sipped her coffee. The older woman shrugged. You know the Klan is notorious in Louisiana. Now if you have
any problems with the kids Mama has offered to help. The writer smiled at their three year old twins. My
babies are angels. She cain run the world but not know what to do with two three year olds. We have to leave
in just a bit. When you two finish breakfast, Mom will help you get dressed. Jamie just looked up at her with
sympathetic eyes. I managed with Katrina and Eve. I think I can do this for two little weeks. Besides Tor and
Blake are planning on helping out too. We figured it would be better if we had three adults for seven kids. She
loves her kids. Her maternal instinct is a little rusty. The small woman shrugged. There are other things we
need to discuss. She makes all the divas we know seem like kittens. I know you want her to live with us, but
the girl drives me crazy every day. Changes need to be made. I promise that by the time you get back I will
have thought of something. Sarah gave a nod. I know we can make this work. You need to start getting ready.
Get a move on now. Between the three of them, they decided to take the newly acquired Whitfield family jet
down to New Orleans instead of public transportation. The three blondes wanted peace, and since Georgia
always aimed for convenience whenever possible and Helen was simply used to the jet for most of their
travels, it seemed to make the most sense. All three women said goodbye to their respective partners and
children before heading for the plane. The three brunettes watched on quietly as their angels ascended up the
staircase. Each of them turned and waved before disappearing into the cabin. When all of them were inside
and the door was closed, Jamie looked at her dark-haired counterparts. Her green eyes were almost misty, and
the photographer was silent. Blake had a child on each hip as she too gazed on at the plane, but her look was
more of panic than sadness. Simultaneously they looked at the attorney. Blake faked affront but then
shrugged. Up in the plane, the three blondes settled themselves for their flight. As they all took their seats,
Helen and Sarah looked out the windows at their wives. The kids are her life. Both of the other women
chuckled lightly. As the plane began to taxi away from their families, Helen took one last look and then turned
to her friends. She signaled their flight attendant and requested a bottle of champagne to be opened for them.
Within moments three glasses were served. The eldest blonde raised her flute. Several hours later the
threesome landed in the Big Easy. As soon as their plane came to a stop, a limousine was already waiting to
take them to their hotel, the elegant Ritz-Carlton on Canal Street in downtown New Orleans, just a few blocks
from the French Quarter. When they arrived, they were quickly ushered up to the Club Level for check-in. The
attendants escorted them with the luggage up to their accommodations. Helen smiled over at Sarah as they all
admired their suite. I gave her an extra week of vacation for making all the arrangements. You know you two
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should think about getting personal assistants. You just have to take the matter into your own hands. You just
have to get the nanny without her permission. Forgiveness is much easier to ask for you know. Works with
Torrance anyway. I think Helen is right, Georgia. If you really think you need a nanny, you should get one.
Blake will thank you for it when the two of you get some time to yourselves. Neither of them could relate to
the sentiment. Helen and Torrance always found time for each other, even if it was scheduled, and Jamie and
Sarah always had to arrange their rendezvous with their equally demanding calendars, but they did so without
complaint. We have a few hours to kill before dinner. According to our itinerary, we have reservations at Bella
Luna at seven. What do we want to do after that? He was a tiny guy. Curiously they went to investigate the
notorious bathing vessel. Georgia laughed at its size when they came upon it. Helen had the decency to flush
slightly. She speaks French to you in bed? She arches her right brow and stares at me with those green eyes.
The oldest blonde looked at them. It had been such a long while. Two weeks with just the kids is a lot for
anyone to take. Meanwhile back in New York, the three career-minded brunettes were trying to earn their
badges as mothers of the year with the seven children between them. On the fourth night though after the
younger kids had been put to bed and Katrina had retired to her room, the three of them sat around drinking
scotch and bemoaning their situation. Blake sighed as she looked at her two friends. Torrance was reclined in
a leather wingback chair and Jamie stretched out on the couch holding a sleeping Stephen. Blake gave a nod.
The photographer poured her another. I bet you right now some fools are trying to pick up our women. Sounds
like the attorney is coming out to play. It would be quite another thing if we could dump the kids and go alone.
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There are so many variables in motion, and so much of that motion is driven by randomness, and the best one
can do in forecasting amounts to offering up some guesses for whatever they are worth. I begin by restating
my central theme of recent months: This implies that our well-being depends on our own behavior and the
choices that we make, not on the lucky arrival of just-in-time miracles. It is an active stance, not a passive one.
What will we do? I submit that we would benefit more if we acknowledged what is really happening to us
because only that will allow us to respond intelligently. What prior state does Mr. A Potemkin housing boom
and an endless credit card spending orgy? The lying spreads downward from the White House and broadly
across the fruited plain and the corporate office landscape and through the campuses and the editorial floors
and the suites of absolutely everyone in charge of everything until all leadership in every field of endeavor has
been given permission to speak untruth and to reinforce each others lies and illusions. How dysfunctional is
our nation? These days, we lie to ourselves perhaps as badly the Soviets did, and in a worse way, because
where information is concerned we really are a freer people than they were, so our failure is far less excusable,
far more disgraceful. By submitting to lies and illusions, therefore, we are discrediting the idea that freedom of
speech and action has any value. How dangerous is that? The system for capital formation and allocation
basically died but there was no funeral. A great national voodoo spell has kept the banks and related entities
like Fannie Mae and the dead insurance giant AIG lurching around the graveyard with arms outstretched and
yellowed eyes bugged out, howling for fresh infusions of bloodâ€¦ er, bailout cash, which is delivered in
truckloads by the Federal Reserve, which is itself a zombie in the sense that it is probably insolvent. But
nothing has been fixed, not even a little. Nothing has been enforced. No one has been held responsible for
massive fraud. The underlying reality is that we are a much less affluent society than we pretend to be, or, to
put it bluntly, that we are functionally bankrupt at every level: The difference between appearance and reality
can be easily seen in the everyday facts of American economic life: Meanwhile, the major stock indices
rallied. Of course, none of this behavior has anything to do with productive activity. There is an awful lot in
the machinations of Wall Street and Washington that is designed deliberately to be as incomprehensible as
possible to even educated people, but this part is really simple: That is the situation we are in. The inertia
displayed by our system â€” especially its manifest ability to keep stock markets levitating in the absence of
value creation â€” is strictly a function of its size and complexity. It is running on fumes. I thought it would
finally crash and burn in The Dow Jones industrial average certainly fell on its ass last March, bottoming in
the mid range. But then it picked its sorry ass off the ground and rallied back up again thanks to bail-outs and
ZIRPs and really no other place to look for returns on the accumulated wealth of the past two hundred years,
especially for large institutions like pension funds that need income to function. A lot of readers ridiculed that
call. Was it really that far off? A feature of easily overlooked is what a generally placid year it was around the
world. Apart from the election uproar in Iran, there were few events of any size or potency to shove all the
various wobbly things â€” central banks, markets, governments, etc â€” into failure mode. So things just kept
wobbling. With that, on to the particulars. The Year Ahead Just about everything which evaded fate via gamed
numbers, budgets, and balance sheets in seems destined to hit a wall in To pick an arbitrary starting point, it is
hard to see how states like California and New York can keep staving off monumental changes in their scale
of operations with further budget trickery. What will they do? They can massively raise taxes or massively lay
off employees and default on obligations â€” or they can do all these things. The net result will be populations
with less income, arguably impoverished, suffering, and perhaps very angry about it. Will Washington bail the
states out, too? The frenzied distractions of the holidays ongoing for much of Q are still in force. In a week or
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so, when the Christmas trees are hauled out to the curbs and it turns out that municipal garbage pickup has
been curtailed for lack of funds a picture will start to emerge of exactly how retail sales went leading up to the
big climax. My guess is that sales were dismal. Reports of such will start a train of events that sends many
retail companies careening into bankruptcy, including some national chains, leading to lost leases in malls and
strip malls, leading to a final push off the cliff for commercial real estate, leading to the failure of many local
and regional banks, leading to the bankrupt FDIC having to go to congress directly to get more money to bail
out the depositors, leading again to rising interest rates for US treasuries, leading to higher mortgage interest
rates for whoever out there is crazy enough to venture to buy a house with borrowed money, leading to the
probability that there are few of the foregoing, leading to another hard leg down in house values because so
few are now crazy enough to buy a house in the face of falling prices â€” all of this leading to the recognition
that we have entered a serious depression, which is only a facet of the greater period of hardship we have also
entered, which I call The Long Emergency. This depression will be a classic deleveraging, or resolution of
debt. Debt will either be paid back or defaulted on. President Obama will be faced with a basic choice. He can
either make the situation worse by offering more bailouts and similar moves aimed at stopping the
deleveraging process â€” that is, continue what he has been doing, only perhaps twice as much, which may
crash the system more rapidly â€” or he can recognize the larger trends in The Long Emergency and begin
marshalling our remaining collective resources to restructure the economy along less complex and more local
lines. Of course, this downscaling will happen whether we want it or not. Paradoxically and unfortunately in
this situation, the federal government is apt to become ever more ineffectual in its ability to manage anything,
no matter how many times Mr. Obama comes on television. Was Franklin Roosevelt really much more than an
affable presence on the radio in a dark time that had to take its course and was only resolved by a global
convulsion that left the USA standing in a smoldering field of prostrate losers? One wild card is how angry the
American people might get. The sheer weight of demoralization now is so titanic that it is very hard to
imagine the people of the USA pulling together for anything beyond the most superficial ceremonies â€”
placing teddy bears on a crash site. And forget about discipline and fortitude in a nation of ADD victims and
self-esteem seekers. I believe we will see the outbreak of civil disturbance at many levels in One will be plain
old crime against property and persons, especially where the sense of community is flimsy-to-nonexistent, and
that includes most of suburban America. The automobile is a fabulous aid to crime. People can commit crimes
in Skokie and be back home in Racine before supper if supper is anything besides a pepperoni stick and some
Hostess Ho-Hos in the car. Fewer police will be on guard due to budget shortfalls. Some of the most
dangerous players such as the political racialists, the posse comitatus types, the totalitarian populists, have
been out-of-sight for years. Both the Left and the Right are capable of violence. But since the Left is
ostensibly already in power, the Right is in a better position to mount a real challenge to office-holders. Their
ideas may be savage and ridiculous, but they could easily sweep the elections â€” unless we see the rise of a
third party or perhaps several parties. No sign of that yet. In the year ahead, the sense of contraction will be
palpable and huge. Losses will be obvious. Okay, my timing has been off. But I still believe this is its
destination. There, I said it. Laugh if you willâ€¦. The dollar could wither later on in the year and maybe take a
turn into high inflation as US treasury interest rates shoot up in an environment of a global bond glut. Right
now there are ample signs of trouble with the Euro. It made a stunning downward move the past two weeks.
European banks took the biggest hit in the Dubai default. England is a train wreck of its own though not tied
into the Euro , and even France may be in trouble. That leaves very few European nations standing. What will
Europe do? Really, what will Germany do? Probably reconstruct something like the German Deutschmark
only call it something elseâ€¦ the Alt. As one wag said on the Net: The Euro is in a deeper slog right now than
the US dollar even with our fantastic problems , so I see the dollar rising in relation to the Euro, at least for a
while. In fact, they have many reasons of their own to tank, including the loss of the major market for their
manufactured goods, vast ecological problems, de-stabilizing demographic shifts within the nation, and
probably a food crisis in more about this later. It has no fossil fuels of its own whatsoever. And in a
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de-industrializing world, how can an industrial economy sustain itself? Japan might become a showcase for
The Long Emergency. On the other hand, if it gets there first and makes the necessary adjustments, which is
possible given their discipline and common culture, they may become THE society to emulate! Contraction
will be everywhere. People flock to gold out of uncertainty, not just a bet on inflation. My guess is that gold
and silver will eventually head back up in value to heights previously never imagined, and it would be wise to
own some. I do not believe that the federal government could confiscate personal gold again the way it did in
A botched attempt to take gold away from citizens would only emphasize the impotence of the federal
government, leading to further erosion of legitimacy. Bottom line for markets and money in Those dependent
on income from regular investment will be hurt badly. One way of looking at the situation is as follows.
Americans are likely to be disappointed by these things. At best, Bakken is predicted to produce around ,
barrels of oil a day. Shale gas works too, though the wells deplete shockingly fast and will require the massive
deployment of new drilling rigs do we even have the steel for this?
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The Pin-Striped Mafia Fee Whores, Voodoo Doctors, Dodo Birds, Do not sign any releases or other legal documents
without advice If you do not have substantial.

Those Terrible Telephone Calls. Going to the Big House Jail Visits. As the Worm Turns Drug Addiction.
Homo Chaoticus, Unsocialized Man. To Help or Not to Help? Outdoor Jail Probation and Parole. Juking the
Stats in the Crime-Crazed U. Those Terrible Telephone Calls It starts with a phone call, almost always at
night. Is there something you should be saying? Now your loved oneâ€”the defendantâ€”is begging, sobbing,
yelling. In the background there are shouts, hoots, jeers, in English, Spanish, Hindi, and Chinese. A
mechanical voice cuts in. This call is being recorded. This call will terminate in 15 seconds. Each night,
thousands of people like you receive phone calls like this. Your family member, friend, or loved one has been
arrested and is in jail. Even before you put down the phone, you realize that your life will also be upended and
that this nightmare has only just begun. In your home, things get crazy. People mill around and start talking all
at once. Children start to cry. How do you make decisions? How do you even think amid such an uproar?
What, you wonder, will it take to procure freedom or a shortened prison term? The defendant mentioned bail.
Should you throw on some clothes and grab your checkbook and credit cards? Should you call relatives and
ask them to get their credit cards and checkbooks? First, get the defendant to read his or her jail number to
you. You have limited time on jail calls, so emphasize these important points: Tell the defendant not to talk to
police, prosecutors, or probation officers without an attorney present. Tell the defendant not to talk to other
inmates, who will snitch. Tell the defendant not to sign any statement without an attorney present. Tell the
defendant not to waive the right to an attorney, no matter what. Promise help and support. Do not promise to
bail out the defendant or hire a private attorney. The defendant will be stressed. It will be difficult for him or
her to remember what you say. Make the defendant repeat each important point back to you. Not talking is the
most important advice in criminal law. The shock of jail makes people nuts. If your defendant has difficulty
understanding this important concept, try the short version: Next, get the mailing address of the jail. Cut out
the first Jail Mail on the next page, which repeats the crucial information above and explains it to the
defendant. Scribble a personal message on the back, then fold, stuff, stamp, and seal. Corrections officers may
not deliver mail without it. Drive to the central post officeâ€”yes, in the dead of nightâ€”and drop this first
letter into the box for the early a. Hopefully your words got through the emotional walls, the confusion, and
the noise. Jail Mail 1 will reinforce what you said. Mostly they wish to get free at once and to get back to
balling, banging, and boning, or whatever they were doing that got them arrested in the first place. They also
want a hat trickâ€”bail bond, private attorney, and a jury trial. And they want you to pay for it. And damn the
expense. The hosing down jocularly referred to as a shower, the jellied finger up the anus and vagina, the
jumpsuit, the flip-flops, and the endless rules will emphasize for even the most dimwitted 2 Protect Your
Rights. Do not talk about your case to other Do not talk to police, probation officers, If inmates bug you for
details about your 3. Do not sign any statement without an Avoid sex with other inmates. Do not waive your
right to an attorney, no Sign up for free Bibles or Korans. Sign up for all classes, religious services, inmates.
Staying healthy is important. It will take time to get prescriptions. See if you can get aspirin or Tylenol. The
stuff can be poisonous. Inmates pee in it to get it started. You want to look neat and tidy for the judge. Get
your toiletries every week. Get as many envelopes, sheets of paper, and stamps as you can. Ask them to mail
you an address list with phone numbers for all your friends and family members. Get trade goods, such as
candy and chips, out of the jail store or commissary. This helps make friends. That could get you a beating.
Drink coffee and tea if available. You can get seriously ill from infections. Jail tatts make judges nuts. This
invites theft and shakedowns. All laws apply in jail. Drug use, assault, and battery are still illegal! Do not
argue with corrections officers. Disciplinary and incident reports can be sent to prosecutors to make your
sentence longer and lessen your chances for leniency, probation, or diversion. Get used to it. Stay off radar
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screens. Concentrate on your legal defense and your life after jail. They can make your life more unpleasant
than it already is. Read jail rules and orientation pamphlets and handouts. These are the rules. They tell you
how the game is played. Take legal advice from attorneys, not inmates. Corrections officers are the
supervisors in jail. Everyone else is just a prisoner. Drunks puke into the drains, first the booze, then the
yellow stuff, then the red. Curses and shouts ring out. Madmen babble to their demons, scratch sores, or
masturbate astride the steel toilets. Sometimes the cold concrete and the cold steel, the din, and the
humiliations will stimulate defendants to think new thoughts and ponder some changes. It takes time for jail to
work its mental magic. But in jail, time is something that inmates share. Jail is the Time Machine. They are
issued flip-flops because shoes can be used as bludgeons and shoelaces as garrotes and hanging ropes.
Someone incarcerated for the first time has the sense of being swept up by a whirlwind and deposited on the
other side of the Earth.
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Chapter 4 : Book: Number 9 dream
"A comprehensive, witty, and practical guide A product of acquired wisdom, it is invaluable for the families and friends of
the accused and the incarcerated"--Cover.

It contains FOI Agents and equipment. NOOSE officers may fire weapons and chuck grenades out of the
window more often then with the Patriot and particularly then when in the Enforcer. Well, when on the move,
not really, as officers rarely fire out of the Enforcer and chucking grenades out of it is a no-no. But they ram
you around and form a formidable block, at which point large numbers of officers jump out and sprinkle you
and your vehicle with bullets. They will send these at you later in the 6-star section. Can hold up to 20
Soldiers, and is the 2nd heaviest land vehicle in the game. The rhino is the first. Another military helicopter
Rattle-snake: The last military helicopter seen. Can be found at 6-stars. In lincolnton, it can be found at five.
The best variation of the patriot. Found at six stars, it is bullet-proof. Also, in IV you got to spend time with
friends, going into bars and eating restaurants and what not. But you could only do it with friends. There was
only one restaurant you could go in other than fast food in the whole game. There should be a whole lot of
restaurants, and enterable bars and clubs. I also think that there should be more realistic air traffic, such as
planes actually taking off, landing, docking up and loading and unloading passengers, getting stored and
locked, and anything like that. Side Missions One thing IV lacked is side missions. This has always been one
of my favorite parts of the game. I miss the old days where you could steal a taxi, ambulance, you name it, and
do some fun little vehicle mission in it. Vehicle missions wont be triggered by a buttton, however. When you
get in the vehicle, you can start doing that mission right away, for example, stealing a taxi and simply driving
around looking for random fares. No button pressing required, its just automatic. Same as the GTA3 franchise.
After picking up fares, you can get a free taxi depot asset. Similar to the GTA4 franchise. After crimes are
solved, your body armour becomes more effective. You can also viligante missions without getting a wanted
level, and you have access to some restricted areas. Different than the 3 franchise. If you are in an ambulance,
you will occasionally get calls from the hospital to pick up someone from an accident, crime scene, ect. After
saved lives, Your health limit is increased. Hospitals are also cheaper to buy. Same concept applies with the
paramedic; accept you have to take out fires. Sometimes you will have to get out of the truck and get into the
fire and take it out on foot with a firehouse. After fire missions, Fire is much, much more powerful, and, your
invulnerable from it. A new idea in which you have to rush over to an important event going on, and use a
video camera to capture all the action, and take the footage to the news studio. After 50 news missions, Free
newsroom asset in seers city, and you will have more media attention. This job cannot be done without a pilot
license. You must apply for a job at the front desk, then prepare a Jet to pick up passengers from the airport,
take off correctly Failure to do so will result in less payout , fly to the assigned airport to fly to, land, drop off
the passengers, and fly back. After Flights, Free private airport in the mountains of lincolnton. Comes with a
dodo and shamal, but you can purchase more planes to spawn in the airport. If you find a semi with a load on
its back, you can steal it and finish the job the driver was assigned to do. You can also do it like in San
Andreas where you took the truck from the Truck asset to do a job. After 50 trucking missions, free Truck
depot asset. Same exact thing as the Semi Truck Missions. A little easier though, and less pay. After
deliveries, Health become higher, free pizza stack enterprise. P up, and drop him off. You steal a bus, or take
one from a bus lot, and stop at the bus stops in the given order. You get a certain amount of money per
passenger. After you have driven through bus stops, you get free bus rides and a free bus lot asset. You can do
this with any kind of vehicle. All though vans are the best thing to use, you can just break into a house at any
point, requiring some kind of melee weapon. The crowbar is the best thing to use. Although its un advisable,
you can even do this during the day. After you make k from burglaries, your stealth increases. This means, you
can walk faster without being noticed, and can also break peoples necks from behind. There will be a varied
amount of races all across the state. It is your job to organize when you would like to do them. You can also
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try and egg on cars in traffic torace you. There are also BMX and dirtbike race events every 2 weeks. After all
races are completed, your driving skills are off the charts, and you get to own a huge car lot with a huge
amount of suped up rides. Any other Ideas for Vehicle missions will be accepted. Other side missions will be
evident as well. Lincoln State, there will be over 50 assets, with many side missions to go along with them.
This could be anything. Anything that keeps players busy for a long time and that is fun will be good to add.
DLC can be something to take advantage of here, maybe you can download asset packs or side mission packs
for more stuff to do, making the game have endless Replay ability. Another thing that could be fun is street
racing. You meet up with a street racing crew and plan a track to follow, then race it. There could be pre-made
tracks you must go through in missions as well. I also think there should be a long list of side missions that
can be done for every friend, gang, or very important character in the game. There should also be random
encounters like in GTA4. Well this is kind of a silly one but there could be a company called day industries
who are testing a new car which has the worlds most advances AI. It is called the day industries two thousand
but is also known as DITT. Anyway play this for effect http: So they block the road with a tank but you just
push the turbo jet button and the car flys into the air basically like turbo boost on KITT. This car can drive it
self so you will never loose it as all it takes is a phone call and it will come to you. It will also drive if you set
a waypoint and put autodrive mode on. I want assassinations back. This could be evident in Lincolnton in
particular. Someone calls you requesting you assasinate a politition or something. There should be a near
unlimited amount of these. Maybe the could increase in difficulty and pay each time. There could be alot of
situations where you steal a car for money. Maybe you could even just sell any car off the streets by the black
market in the later half of the game. There are packages of special heroin found throught the state. After all
packages are collected, you wil have the following weapons spawn in your safehouse: Weapon Tier 1 in safe
house. Also, you will get a body armour spawn as well as an update on your Turismo, and an extra asset in
your safe-houses. You will be required to take pictures of certain spots in lincolnton, similar to the snap shots
in SA. There are snapshots to take, some of which are very hard to get to. There are 50 Eagles in Hard to reach
places thought Lincoln State. Hidden Cave safe house and asset, , Weapon Tier 3 in safe house.
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Chapter 5 : Forecast - The Center Does Not Hold But Neither Does the Floor - Kunstler
Exiting NAFTA - The Myth of Global Markets Posted on December 26, by sundance If the U.S. were to exit NAFTA
(North American Free Trade Agreement), the price you pay for most foodstuff at the grocery store would drop 10% in the
first quarter and likely drop 20% or more by the end of the first year.

Posted on December 26, by sundance If the U. Approximately a decade ago the U. Dept of Agriculture
stopped tracking, and reporting, U. The food sector joined the ranks of fuel and energy in no longer being
measured to track inflation and backdrop Fed monetary policy. Not coincidentally this was simultaneous to U.
Believe it or not, President Trump is up against an entire world economic establishment. When you understand
how trade works in the modern era you will understand why the agents within the system are so adamantly
opposed to U. The biggest lie in modern economics, willingly spread and maintained by corporate media, is
that a system of global markets still exists. Every element of global economic trade is controlled and exploited
by massive institutions, multinational banks and multinational corporations. Underneath that economic
activity there are people who hold the reigns of power over the outcomes. These individuals and groups are the
stakeholders in direct opposition to principles of America-First national economics. The modern financial
constructs of these entities have been established over the course of the past three decades. When you
understand how they manipulate the economic system of individual nations you begin to understand
understand why they are so fundamentally opposed to President Trump. In the Western World, separate from
communist control perspectives ie. Global markets have been destroyed over the past three decades by
multinational corporations who control the products formerly contained within global markets. The
multinational trade and economic system, run by corporations and multinational banks, now controls the
product outputs of independent nations. President Trump smartly understands what has taken place.
Additionally he uses economic leverage as part of a broader national security policy; and to understand who
opposes President Trump specifically because of the economic leverage he creates, it becomes important to
understand the objectives of the global and financial elite who run and operate the institutions. Understanding
how trillions of trade dollars influence geopolitical policy we begin to understand the three-decade global
financial construct they seek to protect. That is, global financial exploitation of national markets. Everyone
accepts this statement, yet few actually stop to ask who and what are behind this â€” and why? Influential
people with vested financial interests in the process have sold a narrative that global manufacturing, global
sourcing, and global production was the inherent way of the future. It is a process that is entirely controlled,
promoted and utilized by large conglomerates and massive financial corporations. I freely admit this is tough
to explain and I may not be successful. This is perhaps the most challenging to understand. In essence, thanks
specifically to the way the World Trade Organization WTO was established in , national companies expanded
their influence into multiple nations, across a myriad of industries and economic sectors energy, agriculture,
raw earth minerals, etc. This is the basic underpinning of national companies becoming multinational
corporations. Think of these multinational corporations as global entities now powerful enough to reach into
multiple nations -simultaneously- and purchase controlling interests in a single economic commodity. A
historic reference point might be the original multinational enterprise, energy via oil production. Exxon,
Mobil, BP, etc. During the past several decades national companies merged. The largest lemon producer
company in Brazil, merges with the largest lemon company in Mexico, merges with the largest lemon
company in Argentina, merges with the largest lemon company in the U. These are now multinational
corporations. They hold interests in specific segments this example lemons across a broad variety of individual
nations. National laws on Monopoly building are not the same in all nations. But most are not as structured as
the U. A or other more developed nations with more laws. During the acquisition phase, when encountering a
highly developed nation with monopoly laws, the process of an umbrella corporation might be needed to
purchase the interests within a specific nation. The example of Monsanto applies here. With control of the
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majority of actual lemons the multinational corporation now holds a different set of financial values than a
local farmer or national market. This is why commodities exchanges are essentially dead. In the aggregate the
mercantile exchange is no longer a free or supply-based market; it is now a controlled market exploited by
mega-sized multinational corporations. The supply of the controlled product is then distributed to the country
according to their ability to afford the price. Back to the lemons. The price the U. Individual nations each
independently engaged in creating a similar product. Under modern globalism this process no longer takes
place. Massive multinational corporations control the majority of production inside each nation and therefore
control the global product market and price. It is a controlled system. Part of the lobbying in the food industry
is to advocate for the expansion of U. Expanding the federal subsidy for food purchases is part of the corporate
profit dynamic. With increased taxpayer subsidies, the food price controllers can charge more domestically
and export more of the product internationally. Taxes, via subsidies, go into their profit margins. The
corporations then use a portion of those enhanced profits in contributions to the politicians. In highly
developed nations this multinational corporate process requires the corporation to purchase the domestic
political process as above with individual nations allowing the exploitation in varying degrees. As such, the
corporate lobbyists pay hundreds of millions to politicians for changes in policies and regulations; one sector,
one product, or one industry at a time. These are specialized lobbyists. The process of charging the U. It is
never discussed. To control the market price some contracted product may even be secured and shipped with
the intent to allow it to sit idle or rot. Contract with us, or you lose because we can control the market price of
your end product. Downside is that once you sign that contract, you agree to terms that are entirely created by
the financial interests of the larger corporation; not your farm. The multinational agriculture lobby is massive.
We willingly feed the world as part of the system; but you as a grocery customer pay more per unit at the
grocery store because domestic supply no longer determines domestic price. Within the agriculture community
the feed-the-world production export factor also drives the need for labor. Labor is a cost. The multinational
corps have a vested interest in low labor costs. Ergo, open border policies. Or it could be rubber, or concrete,
or plastic, or frozen chicken parts etc. Team Trump focus exclusively on bilateral trade deals, with specific
trade agreements targeted toward individual nations not national corporations. This puts many current
multinational corporations, globalists who previously took a stake-hold in the U. Perhaps now we understand
better how massive multi-billion multinational corporations and institutions are aligned against President
Trump.
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